
At Beecher Road School (BRS), student 
use of technology has always been 

focused on creativity and productivity. 
Mobile devices are and will continue to 
be a routine part of the lives of children. 
Students at BRS are learning that mobile 
devices are for much more than games 
and entertain-
ment. They use 
iPads throughout 
the day to take 
notes, write cre-
atively, demon-
strate solutions 
to problems, 
find information, 
collaborate with 
other students 
and respond to 
questions posed by teachers. For many, 
using an iPad for learning is more fun 
and rewarding than using it for passive 
engagement.

Beecher Road School: Teaching and learning for the 21st century

Gaeton F. Stella, Ph. D.
Superintendent of Schools

To The Citizens of Woodbridge:

Your unwavering support for education has allowed 
us to build a school system for the 21st cen-
tury. In Woodbridge, because of your support, 

Beecher Road School shares the leading edge of best 
practices and achievement in Connecticut. Together, 
we have built an educational foundation that will not 
only serve the students in our care, but will bring 
about the leaders of tomorrow.
What gives Beecher Road School its very essence are 
the educational pillars on which it stands. Namely, 
strong academics with proven results, diverse and 
multi-faceted arts opportunities, physical develop-
ment, health and fitness programs, the unprecedent-
ed use of technology that permeates all aspects of 
teaching and learning, and a focus on the social and 
emotional development of children, who will take 
their place on local, national and global stages in the 
not so distant future.
This edition of THE BRIDGE marks the eighth sum-
mer we have offered you a glimpse into your school 
district with the goal of communicating a sense of 
pride that we all can share. The teachers, students, 
parents and administrators are the fabric of Beech-
er. The elected officials and you are 
our partners in this endeavor.
On behalf of the Beecher Road 
School community, thank you.

This spring a new honor was bestowed on Beecher Road 
School: the Connecticut State designation of School of 

Distinction. It is based on “highest overall performance” 
by all students and is earned by few schools. Amity High 
School, in our region that includes Bethany, Orange and 
Woodbridge, also earned this recognition.

At a ceremony held this spring, Connecticut 
Commisioner of Education Stefan Pryor (center) 
congratulates local educators for earning the 
School of Distinction award. L-R are: Amity High 
School Principal, Charles Britton, Amity Superin-
tendent Charles Dumais, Stefan Pryor, Beecher 
Road School Principal Gina Prisco, Woodbridge 
Superintendent Gaeton “Guy” Stella

For details: www.sde.ct.gov > “School Perfor-

mance Reports” > District: “Woodbridge”

iPads: 21st century learning tool

continued next page: “iPads”
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Students from 
grades five 

and six helped to 
“grow a reader” 
at BRS. They 
shared their 
love of books 
by reading to 
kindergarten 
and grade one 

children. These little leaders attended two 
initial trainings and were mentored by 
teachers throughout the year. They chose 
books, reinforced reading strategies, and 
read twice a week to the younger students. 
Their enthusiasm and commitment affected 
the reading lives of the little readers and 
helped to form a special bond. x

During the past 
school year, all 120 fifth grade 

students used personal one-to-one iPads 
throughout the day. Though the iPads 
remained in school, students were able 
to continue their work at home through 
the use of Google Drive, a cloud-based 
application that provides writing and 
presentation tools along with document 
storage and is available anywhere. Stu-
dents could continue their written work 
in Google Drive from home. Teachers 
could comment on work in progress at 
any time. Suddenly, learning 24/7 took 
on a whole new meaning.
When surveyed about Google Drive 
at the end of the year, the majority of 
students found it very helpful to be able 
to digitally work on assignments both at 
home and at school. Most students and 
teachers found it better to add com-
ments to works in progress rather than 
to complete a work, hand it in, write 
and receive comments and then rewrite 
several times.
The combination of iPads and Google 
Drive has taken the use of technology at 
Beecher and the home-school connec-
tion to new heights. x

iPads - cont from pg 1

Walk into any classroom at Beecher 
Road School during math in-
struction and you will often find 

students and teachers engaged in conversa-
tion. This mathematical discourse forms the 
foundation of problem solving instruction 
at Beecher. When students solve math 
problems, they are encouraged to share 
their various approaches and strategies.  
Here is an example of a problem in third 
grade:
Amy has 4 sheets of stickers. Each sheet 
has 12 stickers. On each sheet 8 stickers are 
stars and the rest are moons. How many 
moon stickers does Amy have in all?
One student may decide to multiply 4 times 
12 to find the total number of stickers, then 
multiply 4 times 8 to find the total number 
of star stickers, and then subtract the num-
ber of star stickers from the total to find the 
number of moon stickers. 

• 4 x 12 = 48
• 4 x 8 = 32
• 48 – 32 = 16 

Another student may decide to first figure 
out how many moon stickers there are on 
each sheet by subtracting the number of 
star stickers from the total and then multi-
ply that number times 4 sheets to find the 
total number of moon stickers.

• 12 – 8 = 4
• 4 x 4 = 16

A different student might make a quick 
drawing, showing the four sheets of stick-
ers. This student might represent eight of 
the stickers on each page as stars and the 
rest as moons. Then the student could 
count the moon stickers to find out that 
there are 16.
When students share their strategies and 
explain their thinking, they begin to solidify 
and deepen their understanding. Mean-
while, all of the students in the class ben-
efit from hearing about their classmates’ 
various approaches. The role of the teacher 
is to facilitate these discussions, to ask 
probing questions, to challenge students 
to explain themselves with clarity, and to 
guide students who may be off track.
In addition, teachers at Beecher Road 
School encourage students to persist in 

solving more challenging math problems. 
The first standard for mathematical practice 
in the Common Core says that students 
should be able to “make sense of problems 
and persevere in solving them.” When 
students have difficulty solving problems, 
teachers encourage them to persevere. This 
kind of productive struggle is ultimately 
what deepens learning in problem solving.
All students in all grades engage in problem 
solving on a regular basis. Becoming an 
effective problem solver fosters a deeper 
understanding of mathematical concepts 
and procedures and enhances mathemati-
cal development. For this reason, problem 
solving plays a prominent role in mathemat-
ics instruction at Beecher Road School. x

Problem solving is the root of 
mathematical understanding

Several students 
from BRS were 

among nearly 
150,000 students 
worldwide who 
participated, and 
in many cases 
won awards, 
in this year’s 
Math Olympiad 

program. From November through March 
they competed in a series of five monthly 
contests of five problems each. The stu-
dents met after school for weekly practice 
sessions. Andrea Fleischman, a parent 
volunteer and certified math teacher, su-
pervised and coached them to prepare for 
the monthly math contests. Mrs. White, As-
sistant Principal, served as advisor. As part 
of the coaching, Mrs. Fleischman taught 
the students to solve unusual and difficult 
problems and to think creatively. 
Forty-six of the mathletes won national 
awards for excellence within Division E for 
grades 4-6. In addition, the gold pin was 
awarded to four BRS students who scored 
at the 98th percentile (top 2%) or better. 
The silver pin was awarded to seven BRS 
students in the 90th to 97th percentile.
One additional prestigious award was 
earned: the Beecher Road School team 
was named to the National Math Olympi-
ad Honor Roll. A team must be in the 90th 
percentile or better to win this plaque. Each 
year the Math Olympiad program attracts 
over 150,000 students worldwide. Since 
1979, it has provided thought-provoking 
problems that challenge the abilities of 
students in grades 4-8, strengthening their 
foundation for both formal assessments 
and more advanced studies. x
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A healthy challenge:
Although three hours of Arabic each 

morning is 
sometimes 
torturous, 
Dr. Abu 
Azeriah is 
amazing! He 
teaches us 
way more 
than just Ar-
abic. We are 
really lucky.

Tarmilat, about 10 minutes from our 
university and across from one of 

the King’s royal palaces, is a temporary 
community built on a land fill. There is one 
permanent building: the one-room school. 
There is no running water or electricity, yet 
the children are extremely hospitable and 
happy. It was a great experience to meet 
three of America’s Unofficial Ambassadors 
from New Jersey and Pennsylvania and 
meet some of the community members, 
including the female village leader. x

One weekend in July we went to the 
Berber city of Midelt where we learned 

firsthand about Berber culture and histo-
ry with a focus on medieval times and on 
the Berber resistance during the colonial 
period. We were presented with an analysis 
of present day problems confronting the 
Amazigh community. x

We have had multiple opportu-
nities to speak with Moroccan 

educators from Ifrane and surround-
ing areas. It has been an eye-open-
ing experience to ask and answer 
questions about how our respective 
school systems work. In the photo 
below, Mr. Mohamed El Alaoui (r), a 
teacher of 30 students, grades 1 - 6 
in the same classroom, talks with 
us. He teaches them all subjects - 
Arabic, French, Math, Science, Social 
Studies, Koranic studies. Unbeliev-
able stories. x

Through a Fulbright grant offered this year, the University of New Haven invited area educa-
tors to apply for an opportunity to study the education, culture, art and government of Mo-

rocco during the summer. Many applied, several were accepted. Upon their return, those educa-
tors come with a new understanding of a non-western society and will share their reactions and 
insights with colleagues and students as part of social studies programs throughout the region.

At Beecher, Caterina Zdrowski, a special education teacher who works throughout the school, was selected as one of the recipients. 
Mrs. Zdrowski kept in touch with the Woodbridge community through her blog 
posts over several weeks. She will share her first-hand experiences with educators, 
students and others at BRS. This sharing is part of the district’s goal to develop 
children for responsible participation as local, national and global citizens.
Some of Mrs. Zdrowski’s posts are included below.

Mrs. Zdrowski with young 
Moroccan schoolgirl

Mrs. Zdrowski beside Roman columns on a trip to Volubilis.

Al Akhawayn University, Ifrane, Morocco

A Morrocan teacher (r) talks to us about his 
work through a translator.

Children ready to learn in Moroccan classroom

x

Mrs. Zdrowski, far right, and the group of Connecticut 
educators who spent the summer studying abroad in 

Morocco are pictured here in a Fez scarf shop.

Fulbright grant sent 
BRS teacher
abroad this
summer

Caterina Zdrowski 
reporting from
Morocco

Dr. Mo-
hammed 

Ouakrime, a 
Berber, spoke 
to us about 
the different 
types of school 
systems in 

Morocco before, during and after the French 
occupation. At the end of his lecture, he 
shared information with us about the Berber 
culture. x

Yes, I was 
really kissed 
by a camel!
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The 2013-2014 school year exem-
plifies what a high performance 
school produces in its music de-
partment. General Music students 

in the primary school focused on building 
vocal, instrumental and music literacy 
skills (reading and 
writing music) through 
songs, rhymes, games, 
dances and other class 
activities.  In addition, 
students explored the 
world of musical form 
and structure. They 
learned how to arrange, 
compose and perform 
songs by combining 
pitch, words, rhythm, 
and form. Students 
were also exposed to fa-
mous composers, world music, folk dances, 
and folk music. 
 A friendly competition was held for stu-
dents in grade 2 in which they were asked 
to teach an African American folk hand 
clapping game to a family member (par-
ent or grandparent).  The students took 
pictures of the moment and used email to 
turn them in.  Finally, students in grade 6 
continued to make concept connections by 
studying the recorder.  
The BRS Chorus, made up of 4th-6th grade 
students, achieved many goals this year.  
They started the year not knowing what a 
chorus score looked like, and left knowing 
how to read and sing in 2-part harmo-
nies. They were exposed to music history, 
performance culture and proper singing 
techniques such as diction and expression. 
At the BRS Music Festival Adjudication, 
the BRS Chorus won their third consecu-
tive Platinum Medal Performance trophy.  
Judges told them how rare it is to find an el-
ementary school chorus that performs and 
excels at a middle school level. 

This has been a banner year for the Instru-
mental Music Department.  We maintained 
an exceptional level of performance and es-
tablished some wonderful benchmarks for 
the program, most notably the awards at 
our Annual Adjudication.  In addition,  three 

students 
were seat-
ed in the 
Southern 
Regional 
Middle 
School 
Orchestra; 
great per-
formances 
were given 
throughout 
the year by 
Advanced 

Band, Jazz Ensemble, String Ensemble, and 
also Brass Ensemble.   Our students played 
at a Bridgeport Sound Tigers Hockey Game, 
participated in a Veterans Day celebra-
tion,  marched skillfully at Memorial Day, 
welcomed a delegation of principals from 
China, and created fun enter-
tainment at both the Halloween 
Hoot and the Massaro Farm 
Family Fun Day.  
This winter three student 
instrumentalists qualified for 
the Middle School Southern 
Regionals for grade 6-7-8.  
In many cases our students 
auditioned against students 
with two or more years of 
playing experience.  It was a 
great honor for these three 
students as they played with the other 
best musicians from southern CT.
In the spring, we 
finished the year with 
our Jazz Ensemble per-

formance at DARE 
graduation as well 
as school and 
evening concerts.  
It was a delight 
for parents and 
families to 
enjoy dinner 
while listen-
ing to the 
musical 
achieve-
ments of 

their children at the Spring Con-
cert in our outdoor venue. 

We continued our tradition of hosting the 
9th Annual Adjudication on May 30th.  At 
this event the String Ensemble scored a 
Platinum Medal Performance, the Jazz En-
semble scored a Gold Medal Performance, 
the Chorus scored a Platinum Medal Perfor-
mance and the Band scored a Gold Medal 
Performance.
Our music honor society, TRI-M, has con-
tinued with its tradition of service:  Canned 
Food drives to assist the PTO, the play-
ground garbage pickup initiative and social 
activity fun nights.  
All of this would not be possible without 
a team of people working together for 
the good of our young people.  Interested 
parents, enthusiastic students, an accom-
plished staff, passionate administrators, a 
supportive community and an education-
ally sound philosophy are all necessities in 
allowing us to accomplish so much. x

Drumming out rhythm pattern

BRS’s natural amphitheater

BRS flutists focused on technique 

Spring concert
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 draw pictures because I am always being inspired. 
Whether I get inspired by a movie, book, show, etc., I 
am filled with ideas. And when I draw or paint, I can 
explode with my ideas and let the world know what 

I feel and what is important to me in life. Art is very im-
portant to me, I love art. Even if I am quickly doodling or 
sketching down my ideas, it makes me feel happy. Tassos 
Kyriakides - Class of 2014 (Above: Self-Portrait)

My Water 

Mermaid (sculpture in progress)

Tassos Kyriakides

through my eyes

We are lucky here in Woodbridge 
to be so close to the Yale Uni-
versity art galleries. While the 

older students visit them, many educational 
connections can be made by lower grade 
students as well.
Kindergarteners discuss Van Gogh’s Starry 
Night and then paint their own version of 
either Starry Night or Trees In the Field on a 
Sunny Day. They can then visit the Yale Art 
Gallery to see Van Gogh’s Night Café, per-
haps his second most famous work. These 
students are able to explain the hallmarks 
of Van Gogh’s painting style including his 
use of large brush strokes, lots of move-
ment through the brushwork, and the 
repeated combinations of blue and yellow.
First grade lessons on Monet focus on his 
practice of painting outdoors on site, espe-
cially to explore the appearance of reflec-
tions in water. What a wonderful introduc-
tion to viewing the works of Monet and the 
other Impressionists at Yale. 
Second graders who have looked at masks 
from around the world, and their use in 
different cultural contexts, design masks 
of their own. They would greatly enjoy 
viewing the collection of African masks at 
the art gallery or artifacts at the Peabody 
Museum. They could compare their own 
small weaving to the display of textiles from 
many cultures that Yale displays.
Picasso, Kandinsky and Georgia O’Keefe are 

a few of the other artists regularly taught 
by the art teachers at Beecher. They can all 
be experienced in a direct and meaningful 
follow-up by visiting the treasures that Yale 
offers the New Haven area. x

Shadow puppets come from Java 
where performances are given behind 
a screen. The traditional art form is 

known as Wayang Kulit, and the stories of-
ten involve mythic struggles between good 
and evil forces.
At BRS, students from kindergarten through 
grade 6 make many shadow puppets rang-
ing from cheetahs to turtles to robots to 
trains. Stories are told through sound and 
movement. Shadow puppets are a great 
rainy day activity at home. They require 
only paper, paper fasteners, a sheet and a 
lamp or flashlight. The puppets can inspire 
play writing as well. Write a story, make the 
puppets, give a performance! x

Where art meets family

A bird shadow 
puppet is ready to 
perform with its 
creator. Dinosaur 
in action below

A
rtsW

eek

The seventh annual ArtsWeek inspired 
young artists to study and create their 
versions of nature’s wonders. x 

Monarch butterfly

Bird friends

Giant panda
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BRS is one of only 
a handful in the 
state to have an 

elementary science 
laboratory staffed 
with a science teach-
er who teams with 
classroom teachers to 
offer hands-on, minds-on learning activities.  
21st century elementary science harnesses 
students’ natural curiosity and encourages 
them to develop the thinking, investigative, 
and problem-solving skills used by scientists 
to explore the world around them. This in-
quiry-based approach to learning provides 
students with experiences that encourage 
them to question, hypothesize, investigate, 
record observations, analyze data, and 
draw conclusions. 
Some examples that stand out include the 
culminating unit about plants in second 
grade, in which students shared what they 
learned about seeds, flowers and plant 
parts. They wrote “All About…,” “Question 
and Answer” and “True/False” books. Then 
they completed Pixie Technology* projects 
to share with the entire school. 
One second-grade class used iPads to keep 
science journals incorporating drawings, 
photographs, and written work through-
out the second half of the year. Anecdotal 
evidence based upon this particular use of 
technology suggests that students are more 
highly motivated to write and record their 
observations when using the iPad.
In third grade, students conducted library 
research about 
different organisms 
in which the focus is 
adaptations. Students 
produced illustrated 
technology projects 
that showed what 
they learned about 
their organism, its 
preferred habitat, its 
adaptations, its food 
and its predators.
The highlight of the 
fourth grade year in 
science is the Atlantic 
Salmon project. 
Students raise wild 
Atlantic salmon from eggs to fry stage in 
chilled, insulated tanks. In April they deliver 
their baby salmon to the Salmon River, a 

tributary of the Connecticut River.
Science in fifth grade links with language 
arts, technology and art. Students work in 
groups to create a lesson and a hands-on 
activity to teach their classmates about the 
structure and function of one of the human 
sense organs. Groups conduct library and 
Internet research and create technolo-
gy-based presentations about 
each of the senses.
Sixth grade students begin and 
end their year with investigations 
that help them understand the 
transformation of the energy of 
the sun into food by plants and 
the movement of that energy 
through a Connecticut wetland 
ecosystem. In the fall, they design 
and conduct studies of the factors that af-
fect plant growth and productivity. In spring 
students connect what they learned about 
the importance of plants from their labo-
ratory investigations with the role plants 
play in a local ecosystem by spending a few 
hours gathering samples and data about a 
number of living and non-living factors in 
a Long Island Sound or freshwater ecosys-
tem. Technology-based presentations are 
created to demonstrate their findings.

The fourth and sixth 
grade examples 
highlight another 
important aspect 
of science at BRS: 
authentic field expe-
riences, both on and 
off the BRS campus, 
to reinforce science 
learning and to 
extend that learning 
beyond the class-
room to the world 
outside. At nearly 
every grade level 
our students have 

hands-on field experiences. x
* Pixie Technology software allows students the ability 
to create their own original art and writing projects on 
their computer. 

Environmental Stewards

This was the second year teams of 
sixth graders, called environmen-
tal stewards, met before or after 

school on a weekly basis to work with Dr. 
Stebinger, science specialist, on issues 
related to sustainability. Initially stew-
ards were convened to assist in main-
taining the two new biofiltration swales. 
They function to channel and filter run-
off water before it flows underground to 
the campus drainage basin.
 Stewards do, in fact, spend time weed-
ing and removing litter and obstructions 
from the drainage swales, but in addi-
tion, on foul weather days they have de-
voted their time to learning about issues 
related to the conservation of resources. 
In particular, this year stewards focused 
on educating other BRS students about 
the value of recycling water bottles and 
drink cans in the cafeteria, in classrooms 
and in their homes. In addition to speak-
ing with students during their lunch 
times, stewards created posters and 
table tents for the cafeteria to remind 
their fellow students about responsible 
recycling. Before they ended their year 
of service to the BRS community, some 
stewards met with fifth grade students 
to explain their work and to invite a new 
group of students to become stewards 
for 2014-2015. x

Dr. Stebinger with student in science lab

The Elementary Science 
Connecticut Mastery 
Test is a cumulative test 
administered at Grade 5 
each spring. It includes 
science knowledge and 
inquiry skills described 
in the Core Science 
Curriculum Framework 
for grades 3-5. This year, 
91% of BRS fifth grade 
students scored at or 
above state goal. Of 
these, 51% scored at the 
advanced level. x
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Shannon Sanders has been named the 
2015 Woodbridge Teacher of the Year 

by a committee of her peers. Miss Sand-
ers, with the school district for six years, 
teaches first grade at BRS.
In the nomination process, Miss Sanders 
was cited for her many positive personal 
and professional attributes. Among them 
are: caring and respect for all; instruction-
al skills, especially in teaching reading; 
and her ability to keep six-year-olds 
focused on task and take pride in their 
earned accomplishments. 
With a strong interest in the teaching 
of reading, Miss Sanders has earned 
advanced degrees in remedial reading 
and language arts beyond her certification 
in elementary education. She plans to 
work toward certification as a reading and 
language arts consultant. 

She acknowledged her co-workers  by 
telling the assembled group at a recent 
luncheon, “Being Teacher of the Year 
at Beecher Road School is even more 
meaningful because the teachers are of 
such high caliber and are truly amazing 
educators, professionals and colleagues.” 
She also thanked the families she has 
worked with for sharing their children 
whom she hopes to inspire to become 
lifelong learners.
Superintendent of Schools Guy Stella said 
of Miss Sanders, “She is a teacher who 
loves her work and her students. She is 
a dedicated professional who exudes a 
contagious enthusiasm for teaching and 
learning.”
A formal nomination and selection pro-
cess is used in Woodbridge that follows 
the guidelines set forth by The National 
Teacher of the Year Program. x

Superintendent of Schools Guy Stella and BRS Princi-
pal Gina Prisco (right) congratulate Shannon Sanders.

As part of the school district’s mission to develop children for responsible participa-
tion as local, national and global citizens, BRS started its first student council during 
this past school year. Though student councils are common in middle and high 

school, they are atypical in elementary schools. Physical Education Teacher Sandra Simow-
itz and School Psychologist Kayla Widmeyer serve as advisors with fifth and sixth grade 
representatives serving on the council. “Including more great minds in the decision making 
process for the school community and teaching participatory government in the process is 
one of our goals,” say the council advisors.
Students and advisors identify topics they would like to look into, and plan what they can 
do to address the matters. One case in point: hold a fund raiser to help the Woodbridge 
Fuel and Food Fund. x

The new Beecher Road School Student Council presented a check for $650 to Mary Ellen LaRocca, 
Woodbridge Director of Human Services (center in black jacket), to help the town’s Fuel and Food 
Fund. First Selectman Ellen Scalettar (center in white jacket) also attended the ceremony where she 
spoke about the importance of good citizenship.

Teaching and living participatory government

Students in grade five used iPads 
during Spanish class throughout the 
school year. The iPad was included in 

the World Language curriculum in order to 
support and enhance language learning. 
Students effectively used many iPad appli-
cations to complete in-class assignments 
as well as other Spanish projects related 
to an instructional unit of study. These 
projects included an email to an exchange 
student, a house design accompanied by a 
description in Spanish, a personal profile, 
and a culminating book project about their 
families. The iPad facilitated these highly 
motivated students to be actively engaged 
in their own learning.
At the end of sixth grade we expect stu-
dents to be able to communicate effective-
ly in Spanish. We also hope students have 
gained a knowledge and understanding 
of other cultures. Students in sixth grade 
completed an exit exam in the areas of 
listening, speaking and reading in June 
2014. The Spanish Exit Exam is a valuable 
tool that helps us monitor instruction each 
year. 
Based on the results, it is evident that 
students are making steady progress in 
all areas. They are well on their way to 
becoming proficient language learners and 
are prepared to succeed in the language 
classroom when they reach middle 
school. x

Woodbridge citizens can sign up to 
learn another language as part 
of an online program sponsored 

by the Woodbridge Town Library and the 
Woodbridge School District. Language study 
is available free of charge and includes 
more familiar offerings such as Spanish, 
French, German, Italian, Hebrew and 
Mandarin and others as diverse as Urdu, 
Swahili and Zulu. There are also 24 choices 
for learning English for speakers of other 
languages. 
What do 
you need? A 
Woodbridge 
library card, 
an up-to-date 
computer 
or mobile device and a desire to learn a 
language. For more information log on to 
the Town Library website at http://www.
woodbridge.lioninc.org/ and click on the 
Transparent Language Online icon on the 
left side of the home page. x

Town Library and School District team 
up to offer citizens chance to learn a new 
language at no charge
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With the district’s commitment to 
constant improvement, this spring 
a family survey was implemented 

by an outside professional survey agency. 
Security procedures were put in place to 
protect the integrity of responses. The survey 
was taken online with a significant sampling 
of families across the grades. It was made 
known to parents that their responses were 
kept confidential and would not be identified 
by the school. The results of the survey will 
help school leaders as they develop improve-
ment plans. Here is a summary of the range 
of topics and the percentage of parents who 
answered strongly agree or agree, both con-
sidered “favorable” responses.
•	 49 questions – range of favorable re-

sponses from 100%, the school makes effective use of technology, to 63%, the 
school provides students with healthy food choices.

•	 As an average, across all the questions, 90% had a favorable response.
•	 Doing great: 95 – 100% or nearly 10 out of 10 parents agree - 

o technology, helpful staff, they would recommend BRS, school transportation, 
administrative team, rules and procedures, parents communicate with school, 
teachers care, school encourages respect, PTO, school is welcoming, confer-
ences and open houses are meaningful, high quality academics, superinten-
dent’s leadership.

•	 Doing very well: 90 – 94% or 9 out of ten parents agree - 
o students treat other students respectfully, respect for parents’ schedules, 

responsive to parental concerns, keeps parents well-informed, physical 
development and wellness programs, good preparation of skills, high expecta-
tions, safe environment, open to parent feedback, supports social/emotional 
development, school is aware of family circumstances, Board of Education’s 
leadership, children can speak privately to teachers, children know what is 
expected academically, parents encouraged to be involved.

•	 Good, but needs a closer look: 80 – 89% or at least eight out of ten parents agree
o clear homework directions, parent participation opportunities, student recog-

nition, parent communication, varies assignments for students, enforces rules 
equally, adjusts instruction to meet individual needs, clean well-maintained 
facilities.

•	 Fair, but needs change: 77 – 79% or at least 7 out of ten parents agree - 
o students are challenged, opportunities to explore areas outside of the content 

areas, homework: quantity and difficulty
•	 Needs focused attention: 63% or 2 out of three parents agree, one out of three 

don’t.
o report card communicates what my child is learning, school provides students 

with healthy food choices. x
For a comprehensive look at the parent survey results, go to:

http://www.woodbridge.k12.ct.us/parentsurvey2014
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Parents: “What do you think about your school?” How the East Influenced the West: reac-
tions from sixth graders

Sixth graders culminated their social 
studies unit on China and Japan with a 
visit to the Yale University Art Gallery. 

There, they were able to integrate their 
understanding of that region by observing 
various pieces of artwork and writing about 
their impressions.
In the 12th century, when European traders 
began carrying home porcelain from China, 
their countrymen were astonished at how 
luminous, strong, yet delicate it was. Soon 
Westerners were attempting to recreate 
the mysterious material they called china, 
as well as the far east’s gleaming lacquered 
cabinets, refined silks, and carved furniture.
From the 15th to the 17th centuries trade 
and exploration thrived, and Europeans be-
came increasingly fascinated with faraway 
lands.
The students were fascinated and they 
verbalized their interest on many different 
levels.
•	 I liked the many characteristics of the 

scrolls. They were warm and welcom-
ing with their naturalistic scenes.

•	 It surprised me that a bold scroll of 
“popping colors” which looked so mod-
ern was actually 500 years old. I will 
always remember the simple scroll.  Its 
simplicity was especially Asian.

•	 The little statue carved from the tusk of 
an elephant into the shape of two frogs 
fighting on a lotus leaf caught my eye 
because of its detailed structure.

Students were able to make connections 
and to appreciate distinct cultural differ-
ences.
•	 I love the idea of how Monet and 

Van Gogh fell in love with Asian art 
after seeing a simple Japanese print. 
I could see how their paintings were 
very Asian-like, including their simple, 
abbreviated brush strokes.

•	 I was surprised that Van Gogh had 
enough patience to paint every single 
dot (pointillism).  If I stood from a dis-
tance, I could almost think that there 
were not dots. It looked like a beautiful 
photo.

The sixth graders have lasting memories of 
their East Meets West experience.
•	 The field trip showed me how we 

wouldn’t be as technologically ad-
vanced without the Far East, which 
has made such an impact on this world 
that they have changed history. 

•	 There were so many stories behind the 
artwork; they made the viewer feel dif-
ferently.  Even the building was a work 
of art itself.

•	 Chinese art has truly changed the 
world. x

In spite of BRS being torn up with a major construction project, summer learning pro-
grams went on as usual thanks to the cooperation of other organizations in Woodbridge. 
Amity High School provided the home for three BRS learning programs and almost all the 

Woodbridge Recreation Department programs, Ezra 
Academy another, and Assumption Church provided a 
home for the Recreation Department’s preschool pro-
gram. Hopkins School stepped up to help by providing 
space for BRS teacher workshops. 
The Woodbridge Police Department assigned Offi-
cer Vincent Lynch to be on site at the high school to 
ensure the safety and security of the hundreds of 
children and staff at the school.
Thank you to all who made this possible.

We get by with a little help from our friends

Boys explore green goo in summer enrichment program.
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Children bustle onto the 
playscape, feet stamp-
ing up the steps as 

they pack themselves onto 
the bridge. Boxes fly. Cheers 
cry out. Is it recess? Is it 
anarchy? It’s The Boston Tea 
Party.
American history is a corner-
stone of the fifth grade cur-
riculum. The teachers have 
come up with activities and projects that 
bring history alive for students. Through 
reenactments, students are immersed in 
history, being able to recreate and ex-
perience first hand events that shaped 
America. Physically throwing the crates of 
tea overboard into Boston Harbor con-
nects students to the event in a way they’ll 
remember.
After reading 
about Lexington 
and Concord, 
students are 
given a chance to 
live it as half the 
fifth grade takes 
on the role of 
the well trained 
English army marching into town, while 
the other half portrays the colonists who 
are gathering at the green. Emotions were 
running high on the green in history, and 
the students at Beecher were able to feel 
those emotions.
Throughout the year, individual teachers 
use different methods to connect their stu-
dents to important times in history. While 
learning about Jamestown and Plymouth 
Plantation, comparing and contrasting 
the two sites can easily be done through 
writing. However, that writing can also take 
the form of diary entries as students take 
on the role of one of the people living in 
Jamestown when Captain James Smith gave 
the order that if you didn’t work, you didn’t 
eat. Your reaction would be much different 
if you were one of the nobles as opposed to 
one of the peasants.
As the students continue to learn about 
colonization, they are allowed to demon-
strate their learning through different 
projects. One example is creating colonial 
game boards. These games are designed 
by the students to teach about a certain 
event, certain people who lived during 
colonial times or an overview of the time 

period. Some students focus 
on events leading to the 
American Revolution, such as 
the Boston Tea Party, while 
others examine the French 
and Indian War. Students are 
then able to play each other’s 
games, reinforcing the learn-
ing they had done in school.
Throughout the year, political 
cartoons are used to draw 

students into history. For example, during 
the French and Indian War the political 
cartoon, “Join or Die,” was used to motivate 
colonists to unite against the threat of the 
French. Students examined why the symbol 
of the snake was important, how this par-
ticular drawing connected to the colonists 
at the time and whether the symbol was 
effective.

At the end of the school year, all fifth grade 
classes came together to learn about 
important events in American history. 
Teachers bring their passion for a topic 
of their choice which they present to the 
entire grade. The Louisiana Purchase, the 
exploration by Lewis and Clark, slavery, and 
the Civil War were all presented.
Students were able to measure the actual 
size of the ships that were used to trans-
port slaves, join discussion groups on the 
Civil War and witness brother-versus-broth-
er and cousin-versus-cousin battles. This 
serves to illustrate how the Civil War ripped 
apart families as well as our country. Stu-
dents wrote persuasive essays about who 
was most important for the exploration of 
the Louisiana Purchase – Lewis and Clark, 
Pike, or Sacajawea.  
By coming together as a whole grade, 
students were able to work with different 
students and be exposed to the passion 
and styles of multiple teachers. History is 
more than simply a study of the past. It 
is a connection that molds our decisions.  
Today’s students will make tomorrow’s 
history. x

Students in one first grade class 
developed an understanding about 
global citizenship through a part-

nership with the International Educa-
tion and Resource Network (iEARN)*, 
a non-profit organization with the goal 
of connecting students from around 
the world. The organization’s focus 
is sharing student work in an online 
setting, to promote understanding and 
empathy between students from around 
the world. 

Bringing American history alive with a reenactment of Lexington and Concord

First graders partner with others from 
around the world

Social StudieS 

The first graders participated in a global 
project with an Earth Day theme that 
focused on sharing ideas about how 
to best protect and take care of the 
Earth. The children corresponded with 
classrooms from many countries includ-
ing Russia, Pakistan, and United Arab 
Emirates. It was a powerful experience 
to share ideas and learn with students 
from all around the world. 
They participated in a project that 
incorporated learning from Spanish and 
Technology. Once the students com-
pleted their projects, they added their 
work to the iEARN online community, so 
students from around the world could 
share in their learning. For their hard 
work, Mr. DePalma’s students received 
an award from a collaborating teacher in 
Chelyabinsk, Russia! x

First graders display awards 
from peers in Russia.

For more information > www.iearn.org

*
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Fourth graders embarked on a journey 
into the world of fantasy book clubs 
and enjoyed this genre to the fullest.

Small groups of students read the same 
book and met with their club members to 
discuss, predict, argue and analyze. Many 
students read favorite classics, such as 
Charlotte’s Web, A Cricket in Times Square 
and The Indian in the Cupboard. Others 
read newer titles such as The Dragon in the 
Sock Drawer and the Time Warp Trio series.
As part of the unit, students learned the 
components of most fantasy stories. Their 
conversations included ideas about heroes, 
quests, journeys and dragons, both literal 
and metaphorical. They searched for sym-
bolism in their stories and looked for similar 
symbols in old fairy tales and legends.  

Cultivating creativity and innovation 
in our students is an important 
value at Beecher Road School. In 

one second grade, our pilot program 
with iPads demonstrates how we nurture 
these traits in the classroom.
One of our goals this year was to 
integrate the iPad into our daily writing 
workshop. In Writer’s Workshop, a 
specific approach to teaching writing,  
each student is an author and the 
teacher acts as a writing coach. During 
the workshop, children are actively 
engaged in planning and creating written 
pieces in a variety of genres.
The iPad has proven to be a powerful 
learning device for young writers 
providing them with a platform to 
develop their writing skills in inventive 
and engaging ways. The ability to 
incorporate original art, voice recordings and video promotes creativity while at the 
same time supports individual learning and different learning styles. Students are able 
to decide how to organize their projects and to select the tools they need to produce 
their stories or convey their messages. 
As students discover new ways to express their thoughts and ideas, they share them 
with their classmates, creating a community where everyone is both learner and 
teacher. This experience is highly rewarding and beneficial for both the student and 
the class. Most importantly this type of exchange inspires students to take more risks 
in their learning and leads to increased creativity and innovation in their schoolwork.
Students and teachers alike were encouraged to reflect on the writing process to 
determine next steps for individuals and the class and to formulate lessons for the 
future. As we design these learning opportunities, we teachers need to take risks.  We 
have to try new things and be willing to learn alongside our students. 
Innovation and creativity are crucial in today’s society. If students are to be successful 
in life they need to nurture these traits in school. x

Environments that encourage creativity 
and Innovation

Example of 2nd grade BRS student’s work: Students write 
original stories and develop them into  presentations com-

plete with  original art, voice recordings and video.

Through their study, students realized that 
the characters in fantasy stories face many 
of the same challenges as real people, and 
that we all have dragons to slay. Although 
we do not have lightning shaped scars,  
suits of armor, or ruby slippers, we can all 
play a small part in conquering evil and 
making the world a better place. x

Share a good book the old fashioned way: talk about it with friends

As mobile technology continues to ex-
pand its connections in our lives and 
in our school, students at BRS will 

continue to learn how to integrate digital 
and traditional methods of learning into 
their own learning styles. Mobile devices 
will never replace the personal interac-
tion of teacher and student, nor will they 
replace paper, pencils, and books. Mobile 
devices will augment the learning process.
A fantastic example of this took place 
this year when all the Grade 5 students 
and teachers gathered for five mornings 
in a row to work collaboratively on social 
studies projects. Books, papers, pencils, 
iPads, crayons, sticky notes, and any other 
available resource all came together for this 
culminating project.
Major improvements are being made 
during the next several months that will 
make significant changes for the users of 
mobile technology at BRS:
• The Connecticut Education Network, a 

state service that provides Internet to 
schools and libraries, is changing the 
system used for filtering the Internet. The 
new state-of-the-art filtering will provide 
much more flexibility to deliver appropri-
ate Internet content to students.

• The Library Technology Team is in the 
process of selecting and implementing a 
new mobile device management system 
that will manage, update and customize 
all the iPads and other mobile devices at 
BRS through a single wireless interface, 
rather than having to go to each individu-
al device.

• As more mobile devices are added to 
classroom use, the wireless network at 
BRS is keeping pace. During the construc-
tion project at the school, new fiber optic 
cable will be installed. This cabling will 
provide for the increased demand for 
wireless bandwidth.

• New servers will provide school-based 
cloud services connected to the tradition-
al computer network services. This means 
students will have access to their digital 
files throughout the building regardless of 
what technology they use.

• For the first time since Beecher began 
using iPads in the school, all students will 
use iPads during the course of the year.

• In July, the district launched a new web-
site to give the digital visitor a real sense 
of the who and what of BRS. x

Technology: A Learning Tool 
for the 21st Century
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To the citizens of Woodbridge:
I am pleased to report on the progress of our major construction undertaking at 
BRS. After trying to get building upgrades for many years, we are especially grate-
ful to the taxpayers of Woodbridge who approved the multi-million dollar project 
with the necessary two-thirds majority on the first vote in the Town referendum 
last February. Once the vote was in, work on details and contracts of the $13.3 
million package could be executed. 
Contracts were signed in May, and work started when school closed at the end 
of June. For six weeks, crews have been at work, and I personally keep in daily 
contact with construction supervisors. Although surprises often happen with 
projects of this size, we are currently on schedule to have all the work completed 
by December of 2015.
Here’s what I can report as of this writing:

The A-Wing Classrooms and Hallway  
• The contractors have removed the 

univents and casework. They also 
removed the classroom sinks and bub-
blers (water fountains).

• Cabinets and sink units have arrived, 
and will be installed before staff arrival 
on August 25th.  Each new sink will 
include a bubbler.

• Painting will take place before the start 
of the new school year.

• Curtain wall, case work and new ven-
tilator installation will begin  in early 
September. It is anticipated that there 
will be minimum disruption to class-
rooms.  

• Asbestos removal (abatement) from 
panels below the windows in the 
A-wing is taking place, and will be com-
pleted before staff and children return. 
A third party testing agency is oversee-
ing the work. 

• The highest priority has been that of 
replacing roofing on the A-wing. The 

schedule calls 
for all of the 
A-wing roofing 
work to be 
completed 
prior to Labor 
Day. However, 
all roofing work  
is  weather 
dependent. We 
hope for the 
best, and will 
plan for any 
contingencies.

• The Town hired independent third 
party contractors to assess and address 
any environmental issues before school 
starts. Regional Health Inspector John 
Laudano will continue to be involved in 
the process.

• The A-wing classrooms will have the 
advantage of being the first with new 
roofing, new casements, new paint, 
new ventilators and all the advantages 
that the upgrade will bring. In order to 
attain all of that, there may be a very 
temporary relocation of some class-
rooms. 

Other Areas of the School
• Acceleration of building plans will 

allow the company to replace window 
walls and ventilators in the C-wing, and 
install new case work as well. The plan 
will require minimum disruption, and 
will benefit the C-wing classrooms as 
early as this winter.

• Lighting and plumbing materials are 
due to arrive this week. A second shift, 
4 PM – 11 PM, will be started with 
plumbers and electricians working on 
designated projects.

• Well over 1,000 feet of piping and 
accompanying controls have been 
installed. Piping has been prepped as 
well for work in Summer ’15.

• The piping loop has been extended 
into the pool area.

• Fan coil units (heating and cooling) are 
now being installed in S-wing. Accord-
ing to the present schedule, air con-
ditioning throughout the building will 
be fully operable in the 2015 – 2016 
school year.  

• The Town Building Official and Fire 
Marshall have completed inspection of 
open ceilings. The process of closing 
ceiling areas will begin now.

• D-wing classrooms have been painted 
as well as the hallway.

• Old rusty bathroom stall partitions 
(student and adult ) in the S-wing have 
been replaced with new plastic, life 
time stall partitions.

• Old carpet has been removed from the 
special education motor room; new tile 
has been installed.

• Our intent is to manage all building 
project transitions in a way that will 
create the least impact on teachers 
and students. We continue to appreci-
ate the investment the Town is making 
in BRS. x

Dr. Stella gets daily updates.

$13.3 million Beecher Road School Building
Upgrade Underway...

Superintendent of Schools Guy Stella gives an update
as of the week ending August 8, 2014

Above: Con-
struction super-
visor examines 

HVAC parts.
Right: New pip-
ing and electri-
cal controls are 
being installed 

throughout the 
building – over 
1000 ft. so far.
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For a more complete and detailed look at the operating budget, go to the district website and click on 2014-2015 budget.

* Percents rounded to the nearest one-hundredth of a percent

The Woodbridge Board of Education, Board of Selectmen 
and Board of Finance approved the funding plan for the 

school district that took effect on July 1. The budget increase 
is 1.78% over the previous year. This budget is respectful of 
the taxpayer while continuing to move the educational system 
forward.
The operating budget is the legal plan under which the school 
system is funded. It puts in place the financial wherewithal to 
pay for one year’s worth of education.

Budget Category Last Year
2013-14

This Year
2014-15

$ Amount 
Change % Change* % of Total

Budget*
Salaries and Benefits 1 $   10,082,446 $   10,370,031 $     287,585 2.85 79.49
Utilities and Heat 2 368,534 314,446 (54,088) - 14.68 2.41
Student Transportation 3 623,195 629,601 6,406 1.03 4.83
Tuition - (out of district) 4 315,174 249,525 (65,649) - 20.83 1.91
All Outside Services 5 982,349 1,033,635 51,286 5.22 7.92
General Supplies 6 329,435 339,101 9,666 2.93 2.60
Furniture and Equipment 7 39,400 39,280 (120) - 0.30 0.30
Dues and Fees 8 77,465 70,449 (7,016) - 9.06 0.54

TOTALS $ 12,817,998 $  13,046,068 $    228,071 1.78% 100%

1: Salaries and benefits would be a higher percent increase but through the monitoring of our staff profile we have been able to 
    offer early retirement incentives and reduce staff by 1 teaching assistant position.
2: Electricity, water, sewer and heat
3: In addition to regular school buses, some children require special transportation due to special needs ($138,675). We also buy 
    the diesel fuel for the buses through the purchasing consortium. That cost is $44,850.
4: Because some children, due to special needs, require school settings outside of Woodbridge, we pay tuition for their special 
    education. This line item also includes $17,025  for participation in the regional Wintergreen Magnet School in Hamden.
5: Services we purchase or lease. Examples include telephones, insurance, Internet, postage, professional development, legal, 
    technical and professional services, substitutes, building repairs, improvements and maintenance.
6: Paper, pencils, books, wax, soap, paper products, band aids, software, envelopes, library books, subscriptions, etc. 
7: In most cases, furniture and equipment items purchased are replacements.
8: Ezra Academy school nurse (required by state law), unemployment, memberships in professional associations, miscellaneous 
    expenditures, other fees, etc.
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Progress report from Dr. Stella
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The Woodbridge Board of Education 
does not knowingly condone discrim-
ination in employment, assignment, 
program or service, on the basis of 
race, gender, color, religion, natural 
origin, age, sexual orientation, dis-
ability or unrelated abilities to per-
form the duties of the position.

Woodbridge Board of Education
Margaret Hamilton – Chair

 Steven Fleischman – Vice-Chair
Christianne Jaffe – Secretary

Lisa Connor – Matthew Gilbride
Karen Kravetz – Carl Lindskog

Keri Matthews – Emily Melnick
Gaeton F. Stella – Supt. of Schools

The Board of Education and the Su-
perintendent of Schools gratefully 
acknowledge the dozens of staff 
members who made contributions to 
The Bridge, and to all the staff who 
make programs and children’s minds 
come alive every day. Thank you.

The Education Report of the 
Woodbridge School District 

Vol. 8,
Summer 2014

School starts September 2

On the web: Hundreds of additional 
pieces of information are on the

Woodbridge School District website.
Take a look at

www.woodbridge.k12.ct.us

America’s Mettle

A special thank you to Amity High School student Maddie Molot for her many spectacular photos of Beecher 
Road School students, staff and programs. Several of these have been used in THE BRIDGE.


